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•IF there is anything that can be considered as uniform in the law of fixtures it is the 
often expressed conviction in the cases and in the literature that the problem of defin
ing a fixture is as difficult as the venerable problem of defining "virtue." For example, 
"The law oi fixtures is murky and obtuse."1 "The problem as to what do and what do 
not constitute fixtures is often a difficult one, and there is a considerable twilight 
zone. " 2 Just to show that the same confusion r eigns in the Far West as in the East, we 
quote the Supreme Court of Washington, as follows 3

: 

We wi 11 not undertake to write a treatise on the law of fixtures, Every 
lawyer knows that cases can be found in this field that will support any 
position that the facts of his particular case require him to take ••.• 
"There is a wilderness of authority .•.• [Fixture cases] are so con
flicting that it would be profitless •.. to review or harmonize them." 

Specific examples are numerous: A log-chain in Maine held to be a fixture and 
par t of the realty; a three-ton engine, firmly attached, held to be personalty in Mas
sachusetts . In Maryland cutting tables and crates 4 were held to be constructively an
nexed, while a multi-ton traveling crane 5 was held to be personalty. 

In Maryland fixtures were first "defined" in Dudley v. Hurst6 in which the Court of 
Appeals laid down the following rules, which, by endless repetition, both by our Court 
and by many other authorities, have attained the status of Scripture: 

The tests by which a fixture is determined are generally these: 

1st, Annexation to the realty either actual or constructive. 

2nd. Adaptation to the use of that port of the realty with which 
it is connected. 

3rd. The intention of the porty making the annexation, to make 
the article a permanent accession to the freehold, this intention be
ing inferred from the nature of the article annexed, the situation of 
the party making the annexation, the mode of annexation, and the 
purpose for which it was annexed, ... 

Of these tests the most important is the question of intention. This 
is clearly shown by the fact that the law is very different between land
lord and tenant and mortgagor and mortgagee, or what is the same, 

1Stiller, S.D., The Maryland Law or Fixtures, 23 Md.L.Rev. 21 (1965). 
2Bom v. Hammond, 2 18 Md . 184, 140 A.2d 44, 47 (1958). 
3Stroih v. Green, 25 Wosh.2d 692, 172 P.2d 216 (1946). 
4Dud ley v. Hurs t, 67 Md. 44, 8 At l. 90 1, 1 Am.St.Rep. 368 (1887). 
5Consolidated Gos and Electric Co. v. Ryan, 165 Md. 484, 169 Atl. 794 (1934). 
6 Later cases following the precepts of Dudley v, Hurst are as follows: Solter v. McMillan, 147 Md. 
580, 63 Atl. 70 (1906); Anderson v. Perpetual Building & Loan Assn., 172 Md. 94, 190 Atl. 747 
(1937); Schafer v. Hoffman, 182 Md. 270, 34A.2d 350 (1943). 
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vendor and vendee, Many things being held as fixtures between vendor 
and vendee, which do not loss their character of personal chattels when 
the question is between landlord and tenant, ••• 
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The Court first enunciated the doctrine of constructive annexation in this case in the 
manner following: 

That where in the case of machinery the principal part becomes a 
fixture by actua I annexation to the soi I, such part of it as may not be so 
physically annexed, but which if removed would leave the principal 
thing unfit for use, and would not of itself and standing alone be well 
adapted for general use elsewhere, is considered constructively annexed. 

Thus the key of a lock, the soi I of a wind-mi II, the leather belting 
of a saw-mill, although actually severed from the principal thing, and 
stored elsewhere, pass by constructive annexation. They must be such 
as go to complete the machinery which is affixed to the land, and 
which, if removed, would leave the principal thing incomplete and 
unfit for use, .•• 

In this case there are some articles not actually annexed to the 
soi I, such as crates, capping machines and work tables, but are es
sentially necessary to the working of the principal machinery, and 
pass by constructive annexation. The main machinery wou Id not be 
in working condition without them, and they are not adapted for 
genera I purposes. 

Subsequently the court made plain that the doctrine of trade fixtures as it relates to 
the landlord-tenant relationship has no application to the condemnor-condemnee rela
tionship and that the latter relationship is identical with that of vendee-vendor. 7 Ob
viously, therefore, that body of cases dealing with "trade fixtures" as such has no ap
plication to a determination of what are or are not fixtures under Maryland law. 

The doctrine of constructive annexation has so far been applied only to industrial 
establishments by our Court, and the case of the 13-ton traveling crane involved a con
tention by a mortgagee of the realty that the same was constructively annexed; the rails 
upon which it traveled being firmly embedded in concrete. Our Court distinguished that 
case from Dudley v. Hurst pointing out that the obvious function of the traveling crane was 
to carry raw materials and finished products from place to place within the plant, and 
was, therefore, in no wise connected with the productive processes of the plant. 

The Himmel case 8 made it quite clear that the effect of fixtures upon value of the 
whole property in condemnation is identical with the effect of any other permanent im
provement on the land. Accordingly, there should be adherence to the concept that 
what is valued is the land as enhanced by the permanent improvements upon it. If the 
improvements add nothing to the land-as where the entire value is greater for another 
use-then the improvements, be they buildings or fixtures, are to be regarded as a 
detriment rather than an asset to the land 9

• For example, if a blacksmith's shop with 
its forges, anvils and metal-working equipment is located on land obviously worth in 
the area of $50. 00 per square foot, then the value would be based upon $50. 00 per 
square foot, less what it would cost to dispose of the "improvements." In such instance, 
were the blacksmith to receive $ 50. 00 per square foot for his land, plus the replace -

7 Warren Manufacturing Co. v. Baltimore, 119 Md. 188, 86 Atl. 502 (1913). 
8 Baltimore v. Himmel, 135 Md. 85, 107 Atl. 522 (1919). 
9 See also Hance v. State Roads Commission, 221 Md. 164, 156 A.2d 644 (1959), and Sackman, J. L., 

Fixtures in Condemnation: Concepts New and Old, in Proceedings of Institute on Eminent Domain 
(Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1964). 
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ment less depreciation value of his buildings, machinery and equipment, he would be 
"double-dipping" into the public treasury. 

We must also be aware of the other side of the coin. For example, a specialized 
machine shop consisting in large measure of huge metal shaping and turning machinery, 
well-engineered, and an apparently successful enterprise on land suited for the use, 
could contend that the individual pieces of equipment add more to the value of the land 
than their simple replacement cost less depreciation. 

Historically, in Baltimore City and in the State of Maryland, the value of a manu
facturing enterprise has been arrived at in the following manner: A real estate ap
praiser is hired to value the land and buildings and a machinery and equipment appraiser 
is hired to value the machinery and equipment, utilizing only the method known as the 
replacement cost, less depreciation. The depreciation referred to has almost uniformly 
consisted only of physical depreciation and little or no attention has been paid to the 
possibility of functional obsolescence, either of individual pieces of equipment or of 
the entire operation, and economic obsolescence. This situation has required an en
tire new look at our method of valuation. The principle announced in Himmel is dif
ficult to apply in that it has been virtually impossible to find persons capable of corre
lating the entire picture in any of such cases. 

SOME CASE HISTORIES 

The discussion which follows presents some individual cases and the approach to 
value which has been suggested. Where an approach has not been either decided upon 
or suggested, the problem is outlined as we see it. 

Ice House 

In the first case, an ice plant located downtown must be wholly taken for express
way purposes. In addition to real estate appraisers, two independent machinery and 
equipment appraisers valued the individual items of machinery and equipment regarded 
as fixtures, using the summation method. Both appraisals were in the neighborhood 
of $500,000.00, each starting from a replacement cost base of $1 million. The ma
chinery and equipment specialists utilized price lists and information gained from the 
manufacturers of the machinery under consideration as to present-day price, and they, 
by eyeball inspection, determined what, in their experience, was the proper deprecia
tion factor to be used. 

Af3 a check upon such valuation, the State's Right-of- Way Department uncovered an 
engineer who had recently designed and built a plant of the identical capacity (300 tons 
per day) for some $325,000.00. The r eason for the difference in value new of that 
placed on the s ubject and the actua l cost of the new plant was the advance in techn ology 
in such industry. The compressors and much of the other equipment in the plant had 
been long outmoded and are virtually impossible to replace today. It is proposed, 
therefore, to ignore the original machinery and equipment valuation and to proceed 
from the more realistic replacement cost indicated. 

Stone Yard 

The second case involved a taking of a stone yard. Baltimore is known as the 
"Monumental City" due to (I think) two things-first that it was the first city to erect a 
monument to the "Father of Our Country," and second, due to the vast numbers of 
statues to be found decorating parks and squares, much of the marble having come 
from local sources. At the turn of the century, there were many stone yards such as 
the one under consideration, but today this is the only one existent. It was established 
as a family business and has been maintained as such for about 75 years. 

Evaluation of the land, buildings, machinery and equipment amounted to more than 
$250,000.00, arrived at by the addition of land and buildings to machinery and equip
ment appraisals from the same people who made them in the preceding case. It was 
learned that the gross sales of this enterprise amounted to approximately $85, 000.00 
a year . Naturally, such information would have no place in a condemnation case; how-
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ever, it is valuable in permitting us a check upon the value arrived at by the so-called 
traditional means. These facts suggest that if the appraisers are correct, a buyer, 
ready, willing and able to buy, and fully informed as to all factors of value, would pay 
$250, 000 to go broke. 

One of the items of machinery and equipment valued at approximately $4,000 was a 
generator, the purpose of which was to convert alternating into direct current. Modern 
technology has developed a converter costing some $200. 00, which has no moving 
parts; which weighs about 50 pounds; consumes one-third of the current of the gene
rator; and does precisely the same job. 

Another item of "valuable equipment" was a huge lathe used in turning marble col
umns. This lathe, according to the owner, had not been used in many years and only 
then to replace a column in an old building which had been damaged by accident. It is 
obvious that this enterprise has suffered from economic obsolescence. Other building 
methods and materials have usurped the function of stone yards, and what we have here 
is an obsolescent enterprise, barely marginal in the economic sense. 

Bakery 

In the third case, a bakery, manufacturing only hot-dog and hamburger rolls, was 
taken for the purposes of one of the State highways and all of the machinery and equip
ment was considered to be either actually or constructively annexed to the realty. The 
owner took advantage of the condemnation to go into business in a new location in a 
completely automated plant. He undoubtedly got a windfall from the condemnation in 
that machinery and equipment appraisers in the business of evaluating, as well as the 
buying and selling of bakery equipment, had simply valued such equipment by the sum
mation method without allowing for obsolescence. 

Fish Oil Reduction Plant 

The fourth case concerns a factory engaged in the refining of menhaden oil. The in
dustry of which the refinery is a part employs a fleet of airplanes to locate schools of 
menhaden and to direct its fleet of fishing boats. The fish are taken by purse seine, 
transported to on-shore reducing plants which separate the crude oil from the fish. 
Fish meal is one of the products; crude menhaden oil is the other. The crude oil is 
subjected to a tremendously complicated and varied series of chemical and mechanical 
processes to produce various oils used in the paint and varnish industries and in a 
growing number of processes. The plant can best be described as a pipe-fitter's 
nightmare-a labyrinth of tubes, pipes, coils, tanks, cables, and wires running over
head, underground and both inside and outside of the buildings. It is the only industry 
of its kind in the country, and no one who has not grown up with it knows very much 
about it. 

Condemnation would pose enormous problems for the management of this plant. 
Production cannot be stopped, since what the condemnation would take is but one link 
in an industrial chain, and the refining plant is a continuous operation. It is tentatively 
proposed to start construction of another plant, and to reconstruct brand-new approxi
mately one-third of the operation. When this has been done, one-third of the productive 
machinery will be dismantled and reassembled at the new location. When this has been 
done, another third will be moved. The last third will be abandoned. 

Machine Shop 

Condemnation of a highly specialized machine shop has similar problems. In order 
not to curtail operations, the plant wants to move its huge machine tools piecemeal by 
dismantling and reinstalling them over weekends, so that that part of the operation is 
uninterrupted. Moving costs in this instance may be expected to be at least doubled in 
that such moving must be done at night and on weekends when the cost of highly special
ized labor needed for moving is at time and a half, or double time. The condemnor 
might be able to solve this matter by purchasing such of the machinery as would qualify 
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under Maryland law as fixtures, rather than to pay huge moving costs which would be 
largely nonparticipating. If such an arrangement is worked out, it is hoped that a con
tract negotiated for the purchase of these fixtures would provide for a resale to the 
owner at the market prices for the individual items of the equipment. The latter would 
be significantly lower than the in-place value and enough to take care of the cost of 
moving the equipment. 




